Tuning of T cell clone size and activation threshold by control of CD25 expression through mitogen-activated protein kinase pathways.
Following T cell receptor (TcR) engagement, CD25 expression is upregulated by T cells and controls their proliferation. It is not known how CD25 expression levels differentially influence T helper (Th) 1 and Th2 cell physiology. CD25 upregulation, and other T cell functions, were studied in human Th1 and Th2 clones following stimulation with various stimuli. The effects of pharmacological substances were then evaluated to identify the signaling pathways controlling CD25 upregulation. Upon TcR engagement, one Th2 clone was induced to express substantially more CD25 than a Th1 clone, although both clones downregulated CD3 with similar dose responses. It was also found that the amount of antigen needed to elicit proliferation and cytokine production was considerably lowered in the presence of interleukin-2 (IL-2) for the Th2 cells, while for the Th1 cells the threshold of activation was not modified by the presence of IL-2. It was then shown that PP2 and cyclosporin A strongly inhibited CD25 expression in both clones, while wortmannin and Ro-31-8220 had more limited effects. In contrast, mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) inhibitors had strikingly different effects on CD25, blocking its expression in the Th2 cells, while augmenting it, or leaving it unaffected, in the Th1 cells. These unexpected observations suggested that in some T cells TcR-mediated activation of the MAPK pathways may inhibit CD25 expression rather than promoting it. Absence of this negative control mechanism may endow Th2 cells with a growth advantage over Th1 cells and their effector functions may be elicited at lower antigen doses.